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Background 

• The AESO has undertaken an analysis regarding the impact 

of Alberta’s existing Price Responsive Load (PRL) on the 

Alberta Internal Load (AIL) shape 

– To test PRL’s contribution to Alberta’s load shape, The AESO 

measured price responsiveness from eight identified sites 

• Two key levels were identified 

– PRL does not exceed 100 MW when Pool price is $999.99/MWh 

– PRL is ~300 MW or above when Pool price is low (<$100/MWh) 

– Using these amounts, AIL was then historically adjusted to 

reflect these minimum and maximum amounts 

– The AESO’s load forecast model used to also forecast the 

max- and min-adjusted volumes to determine the impact on 

forecast load 



PRL level of response to price (2013-2017) 
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Reconstitutions to test PRL impact on AIL 

• With these critical levels of PRL identified, actual AIL is 

reconstituted to reflect these critical points for the analysis: 

– Assuming that in every hour PRL can reduce to 100 MW, PRL 

is reduced to 100 MW in every hour where the eight PRL sites 

are above 100 MW and AIL is lowered by the same volume 

• This is AIL with PRL <= 100 MW in the following slides 

• Example: if PRL = 250 MW, AIL is lowered by 150 MW 

– Conversely, to test the impact of PRL, PRL can be inflated to 

300 MW in all hours where PRL is below 300 MW – AIL is 

increased by the same amount.  

• This series is AIL with PRL >= 300 MW in the following slides 

• Example: If PRL = 125 MW, AIL is increased by 175 MW 
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Historical AIL with Simplified PRL 

Reconstitutions 
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• Adding PRL in (i.e., assuming it’s at least 300 MW) mostly adds to peak load 

• Subtracting PRL (i.e., assuming it’s 100 MW or less) reduces off-peak load 

• Behavior is consistent with avoiding peaks 



Forecast AIL Using PRL Reconstitutions 
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• Forecast results are similar to historical 



Impact of PRL on a monthly peak basis 
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• PRL behavior and impacts are slightly more impactful in winter 



Conclusions 

• PRL currently plays a significant role in Albert’s load shape 

• The AESO’s load forecast models reasonably capture PRL 
behavior 

– Daily peaks reflect lower PRL levels and off peak load reflects higher 
PRL load levels 

• With PRL modeled at the min levels (100 MW), there is a major 
decline in off-peak load, but not peak load 

• Without the effect of PRL (i.e. if PRL is always at least 300 MW), 
peak load would be higher but there are minimal impacts to off-
peak load 

These results assume a “down from” level of 300 MW and a “down 
to” level of 100 MW based on the load/price scatter plot 

• These values may or may not reflect the actual levels of a formal 
DR program 
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Thank you 


